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ABSTRACT
Internet packet delivery policies have been of concern since
the earliest times of the Internet, as witnessed by the presence of the Type of Service (ToS) field in the IPv4 header.
Efforts continue today with Differentiated Services (DiffServ) and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS). We claim
that these approaches have not succeeded because they require, either explicitly or subtly, a network-layer virtual circuit mechanism.
In this paper, we describe how adding a form of Loose
Source and Record Route (LSRR) capability into the nextgeneration Internet provides adequate support for transmit
and receive policies, including filtering, while avoiding the
problems of virtual circuits and the original problems with
LSRR in IPv4.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network
Protocols—Routing Protocols; C.2.5 [Computer Communication Networks]: Local and Wide-Area Networks—Internet

General Terms
Design, Reliability

Keywords
Loose Source Routing, Traffic Policies, Route Control, Quality of Service, Filtering

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet was originally designed with little support
for traffic policy. The only traffic policy mechanism available was the Type of Service (ToS) field in the IPv4 header
[4], which enabled a sender to specify a priority level and
the top preference among low-delay, high-throughput and
high-reliability treatment. Today ToS has been deprecated
and its descendant, Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [8], has
seen limited deployment. Yet, the need for traffic policies
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in the Internet is evident: an edge system often needs to
control how its outgoing traffic is routed, in order to cause
its traffic to bypass failure/congestion points; a public-access
site often needs to control how its incoming traffic is filtered,
in order to mitigate distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks. So, there is a need both for transmit policies – to dictate how certain traffic sourced by a certain node be routed –
and receive policies – to dictate how certain traffic destined
to a certain node be filtered.
For lack of a better traffic policy mechanism, nodes often resort to first-hop or last-hop path control: When an
edge system routes certain traffic through a specific Internet Service Provider (ISP), and that traffic experiences congestion/loss, the edge system often switches the traffic to a
second ISP, in an attempt to force the traffic to take a different path that bypasses the failure point, i.e., the sender
attempts to affect the transmission path by controlling the
first hop. However, this does not guarantee that the traffic
indeed bypasses the failure point. When a public-access site
is under DDoS attack, the site often identifies the upstream
link that forwards the most traffic and rate-limits or disables
it, i.e., the receiver attempts to affect the reception paths by
controlling the last hop. However, the last hop is typically
within the tail circuit to the victim, so blocking attack traffic
comes at the cost of sacrificing most of the “good” traffic as
well. So, controlling the first hop of outgoing traffic or the
last hop of incoming traffic is not a sufficient traffic policy
mechanism.
In this paper, we explore traffic policy support for the
next-generation Internet. We argue for enabling an edge
system to control the end-to-end path of its outgoing and
incoming traffic. Specifically, we propose a variant of Loose
Source Record Route (LSRR) and show that it is easy to
implement, while it avoids the processing overhead and security problems introduced by LSRR in its traditional IPv4option form [4]. We argue that our mechanism provides
sufficient support for maintaining reliable connectivity and
quality of service (QoS) in the face of network failures, as
well as filtering undesired traffic. We compare our mechanism to previous proposals, like DiffServ and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [18], and observe that these
mechanisms introduce policy state in the routers, i.e., they
require, either explicitly or subtly, the Internet to become
“connection-oriented” at the network layer. In contrast, our
mechanism requires no policy state in the routers – it is
“connection-less”. The arguments in favor of our approach
are basically the same as those that favored datagrams over
virtual circuits in the original Internet design.

2.

A SIMPLE LSRR IMPLEMENTATION

In our approach, the Loose Source Record Route (LSRR)
capability is provided by the Wide-Area Relay Addressing
Protocol (WRAP), a protocol over IP, which shares similar
functionality and mechanism with traditional LSRR: The
WRAP header includes a forward path and a reverse path.
A source specifies inside the forward path a sequence of
IP addresses that correspond to relays, i.e., WRAP-enabled
routers on the packet’s path. Every time a relay is traversed,
its address is moved to the reverse path, so, WRAP header
size remains constant.
WRAP is different from traditional LSRR in that it is a
“shim” protocol between the IP and transport layers rather
than an IP option, i.e., the WRAP header is included as the
beginning of the IP payload. Each WRAP packet carries
(i) the IP addresses of the communicating end-points and
(ii) the IP addresses of all the relays on the path. These
addresses exist partly in the IP header and partly in the
WRAP header. The IP header always carries the addresses
of the last end-point or relay that forwarded the packet and
the next relay or end-point that will forward it. The reverse
path in the WRAP header carries the addresses of the endpoint and relays already traversed; the forward path carries
the addresses of the relays and end-point still ahead. Apart
from forwarding packets appropriately, a relay also updates
packet headers, so that the IP header always refers to the
last and next “hops”, and the WRAP header to past and
future “hops”.
Implementing WRAP as a shim protocol versus an IP
option has two significant advantages: First, relaying of
WRAP packets is easy to implement in hardware. Second,
filtering of WRAP packets can be done with conventional
wire-speed filters (similar to TCP/UDP-level filters). In
contrast, relaying or filtering of traditional LSRR packets
incurs the overhead of processing the variable-length IP options field, which typically requires forwarding the packet to
the router’s CPU [3]. As a result, traditional LSRR introduces security vulnerabilities with hosts that do not have
the necessary filtering capabilities.
For example, consider victim node V that filters incoming
packets by IP source address and accepts only packets generated by trusted node T . Suppose malicious node M sends
to V LSRR packets that appear to have been generated by
T and source-routed via M , in order to hijack V -T communication. Traditional LSRR implementations have two
characteristics that make it easy for M to succeed: First,
the IP source address refers to the original sender of the
packet, not the last relay1 . Second, the receiver of a sourcerouted packet typically responds by reversing the recorded
route. As a result, victim node V accepts attacker node
M ’s packets and sends a response to trusted node T via M .
At this point, M has successfully hijacked V -T communication. With WRAP, filtering packets by IP source address is
enough to drop any packets not relayed through the designated trusted relays. In general, a WRAP receiver can drop
packets received through untrusted paths at wire-speed, by
filtering packets based on their reverse path.
WRAP relays correspond to border routers located on
1
This is according to RFC 1812 [7]; the original IPv4
RFC 791 [4] (at least as we interpret it) seems to suggest
a WRAP-like algorithm, where the IP source address is updated by each relay to refer to the relay’s interface that
forwards the packet.

administrative domain boundaries – an “administrative domain” being an edge network or an ISP. So, in a WRAPenabled Internet, an edge system can specify the set of border routers that relay its outgoing traffic and limit the set
of border routers that relay its incoming traffic; the latter is
accomplished by filtering traffic received through undesired
paths.

3. TRAFFIC POLICIES WITH LSRR
3.1 Transmit Policies
WRAP enables a node to specify a transmit policy for
each packet, namely the end-to-end domain-level path that
the packet is to follow. An edge system can benefit from this
capability to route around failure/congestion points and untrusted regions of the Internet. More specifically, the edge
system can compute more than one paths to each potential
destination and monitor the paths to decide whether they
are functional and meet the desired quality-of-service (QoS)
requirements. In this way, if the currently used path fails or
performs inadequately, failover time to another path is practically zero. The question is whether it is feasible for an edge
system to maintain the required information, i.e., compute
and monitor multiple paths to each potential destination.
Zhu et al. show that it is feasible to maintain such information at the edges [26]. They process Internet routing table dumps2 and count 124, 330 network prefixes and
155, 706 inter-domain links. They state that a 950MHz processor takes less than 2 seconds to compute one path to
each network prefix, and another 30 minutes to compute
secondary paths, as independent as possible from the primary ones. In their scheme (Feedback Based Routing or
FBR), each access router that connects an edge network to
the Internet processes received routing advertisements and
computes two paths to each network prefix (the two paths
are as independent as possible). The access router further
monitors each computed path to ensure that it meets certain
pre-configured loss, delay and throughput standards. It is
the responsibility of the access router to specify the paths of
outgoing traffic by filling in the WRAP headers. In contrast,
transit routers at the Internet core simply propagate routing advertisements and relay packets according to WRAP
headers3 .
WRAP also enables an alternative approach, where the responsibility to specify outgoing traffic paths is passed to the
end-user – one could argue that it is not the access router’s,
but the end-user’s role to specify transmit policies, because
the end-user knows the particular QoS requirements of her
application. Apart from specifying the domain-level path,
the end-user can further tag each packet with a ToS-style label (e.g., requesting low-delay or low-jitter treatment), in order to affect intra-domain packet handling. However, backbone networks today demonstrate “binary” behavior: There
are “good” paths, which introduce negligible delay/jitter
(due to over-provisioning) and exceed any typical QoS requirements, and “bad” paths, which introduce significant
2

collected by the RouteViews project on April 2002
Transit routers do not blindly “obey” WRAP headers. In
order to relay a packet from neighbor provider A to neighbor
provider B, a transit router needs an appropriate forwarding
table entry. Such an entry is configured on the router only
if the router’s provider has agreed to transit traffic from
neighbor A to neighbor B.
3

delay/jitter and loss (due to periodic outages) [17]. In the
rare cases that good paths fail, they do so for seconds or minutes [16], in which case they become unacceptable independently of QoS requirements. These trends favor FBR-like
schemes, where one entity per edge network monitors paths
and ensures that a functional, low-delay, high-throughput
path to each destination always exists, versus more complicated schemes, where each application chooses its path
and tags its packets according to its own proprietary QoS
standards.
Either way, enabling edge systems to compute and specify the entire path of their outgoing traffic is scalable, in the
sense that it relieves Internet core routers from computing
and monitoring routes from an arbitrary number of sources
to an arbitrary number of destinations – the Internet core
becomes purely a forwarding engine. An ancillary benefit of
providing such path visibility and control to an edge system
is that it cannot be fooled by malicious routing advertisements into using a link that does not exist.

3.2 Receive Policies
WRAP enables a node to specify a receive policy for each
packet, namely have it accepted, blocked or rate-limited according to its end-to-end path. An edge system can benefit
from this capability to selectively filter distributed denial-ofservice (DDoS) traffic, without affecting its “good” traffic.
More specifically, the victim end-host or router can process
the WRAP headers of incoming traffic and identify the endhosts or domains that forward traffic at excessive rates (see
Appendix, Section A.3); the victim can then request from
its closest relay (the victim’s “gateway”) to selectively block
traffic received through these paths.
However, as attacks become increasingly distributed, it
is unlikely that the victim’s gateway alone has enough filtering resources to selectively block attack traffic from each
individual attack source. For example, a worm can infect
millions of hosts [21] and use them as attack sources against
a single victim. The victim’s gateway cannot possibly filter
millions of flows – today’s most sophisticated routers can
accommodate up to tens of thousands of filters [2].
On the other hand, a sophisticated attack involves a large
number of routers, which can share the “filtering load” with
the victim’s gateway; and the closer we get to the attack
sources, the larger the amount of filtering resources that are
available per attack source. If the victim can identify the
relay located closest to each attack source, the victim can
request from that relay to block traffic from the corresponding attack source to the victim for a certain amount of time
(and renew the request, if attack traffic recurs). This approach raises the following questions: (i) Can it be done securely, i.e., without enabling a malicious node to abuse the
mechanism to disrupt other nodes’ communications? (ii)
Why would the domains hosting attack sources cooperate
and help the victim?
A filter management scheme that addresses these two questions (called Active Internet Traffic Filtering or AITF) is
presented in [6]: (i) A relay that receives a request to block
certain traffic to an alleged victim verifies that the request is
real by exchanging a three-way handshake with the victim’s
gateway. The handshake guarantees that malicious node M
cannot disrupt the communication between nodes A and B,
unless M is located on the path between A and B (which
means that it can interfere with their communication any-

way, e.g., by dropping their packets). (ii) If a relay does
not cooperate and continues to forward attack traffic, the
victim’s gateway can selectively block all traffic from that
non-cooperating relay to the victim.
This scheme “motivates” the domains that host attack
sources to help block attack traffic, or else they lose their
connectivity to the victim; this can be especially effective if
the victim is a popular public-access site. Of course, in the
unfortunate scenario that a significant portion of the Internet, including core and edge routers, has been compromised
and is launching an attack, none of the relays close to the
attack sources will help block attack traffic. In that case, the
victim has to block all traffic from the compromised region.
On one hand, this may cause lots of “good” traffic to be
lost. On the other hand, given that the region’s routers are
compromised (and “good” traffic is at their mercy anyway),
the Internet service provided by the compromised region is
uncertain and can be regarded as having failed – so, blocking
all its traffic may be the best reaction.
The probability of significant Internet portions (including routers) being compromised is, fortunately, low. In the
typical DDoS attack scenarios, it is a large set of compromised end-hosts that send attack traffic. In these cases,
independently of which specific filter management scheme
is used, knowing the domain-level path of attack traffic enables the victim to push filtering close to the attack sources,
by contacting their gateways directly, i.e., skipping over the
Internet core. This approach is scalable, in the sense that
it relieves the core routers from managing and propagating
filters from an arbitrary number of victims to an arbitrary
number of attack sources.

4. THE ALTERNATIVES TO LSRR
4.1 Transmit Policies with Labels
Our transmit policy mechanism is arguably burdensome:
the edge system must know the entire domain-level path
to be followed by its outgoing traffic. The alternative is
for the edge system to tag each packet with a policy label
that indicates how the packet should be routed and let each
domain map this policy label to an appropriate next hop
domain – the classic examples being DiffServ and MPLS.
The problem with policy labels is that each ISP only has
visibility into the performance of its own private network.
So, if a packet’s policy label specifies, for example, “lowdelay delivery”, the first ISP may know how to select a path
in its network with this property, but not whether the path
from the ISP’s exit point to the destination is an overall lowdelay path, i.e., the first ISP may make a locally optimal,
but globally pessimal choice. However, any designation that
some packet gets lower delay forwarding than others requires
some economic incentive to drive it, plus some means to
ensure end-to-end low-delay delivery. Simply stated, there
is no reason the ISP should favor a particular packet just
because a client requests it, unless that client is paying more;
and there is no reason for a client to pay more if the end-toend performance is not improved.
To improve end-to-end performance, the ISP must make
a globally good choice in forwarding the packet. To do this,
the ISP needs to maintain policy state4 that maps the “lowdelay delivery” label and the specific destination to a spe4

“Label Information Base” in MPLS

cific next-hop ISP. Not only must ISPs collect such state,
but also constantly verify it – in an untrusted environment,
where every ISP could potentially be misconfigured or compromised, it is dangerous to blindly trust an advertisement
(e.g., for a low-delay path) without verifying it through monitoring/probing. Consequently, each ISP must participate
in multiple network-layer “connections”, which monitor the
performance of entire paths and dictate to the ISP the local
choices that result in the desired end-to-end performance.
We use “network-layer connection” to refer to end-to-end
state maintained in all the domains across an Internet path,
whether this state is initiated through explicit connection
setup messages – e.g., using the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [25] – or dynamically created through measurements. Conversely, our LSRR approach can be viewed
as a way to move transmit policy state from the network to
the edges, maintaining the end-to-end nature of the Internet
architecture.

4.2 Receive Policies via Hop-by-Hop Traceback
Our receive policy mechanism appears equally burdensome: the edge system must process the entire domain-level
path followed by its incoming traffic, identify the relays closest to the attack sources, and request that they block attack
traffic. As with transmit policies, the alternative is to delegate this responsibility to the network: a DDoS attack victim identifies the most congested links and requests from the
corresponding routers to rate-limit attack traffic; the lasthop routers propagate similar requests further upstream. In
this way, the network gradually pushes filtering of attack
traffic close to its sources. A scheme that follows this approach (called Pushback) is presented in [15].
This alternative can indeed help mitigate DDoS attacks
and is, perhaps, the best we can do in the current Internet
architecture. However, it implicates Internet core routers in
every end-to-end filter propagation. As a result, the Internet
core becomes a potential filtering bottleneck.
To avoid overloading the Internet core, the solution is
coarser-grained filtering, i.e., rate-limit aggregates of attack
flows instead of blocking each attack source individually. For
example, Pushback propagates only one filter per victim,
i.e., each router is requested to rate-limit all traffic to each
victim. However, if attack traffic volume exceeds “good”
traffic volume (which is the case in DDoS attacks), ratelimiting all traffic to the victim results in dropping most of
its “good” traffic as well. As a result, filtering becomes selective only when it gets pushed to the routers close to the
attack sources.
Conversely, our LSRR approach enables selective filtering
of attack traffic upfront, before filtering is pushed close to
the attack sources. Moreover, it enables the victim to identify the relays close to the attack sources and contact them
directly, bypassing the Internet core. In this sense, our approach can be viewed as a way to move receive policy state
from the network to the edges.

5.

RELATED WORK

We organize related work into three categories. The first
one references architectures that enable edge systems to control the path of their outgoing traffic. The second one references traceback and packet marking schemes, which enable
edge systems to identify the paths of their incoming traffic. The third category references addressing protocols that,

like WRAP, add path information inside each packet (but do
so with different objectives). Finally, we should note that
WRAP first appeared as part of the TRIAD architecture
[9], where it served different objectives than presented in
this paper.

5.1 Route Control
RouteScience Inc. [1] follows an approach similar to ours,
in that it involves entities located at the edges of the Internet, which monitor and evaluate multiple paths to each
potential destination. Their approach differs from ours, in
that a sender does not control the entire path, only the
first ISP. Controlling the first ISP can sometimes help improve communication quality and requires no changes to the
current Internet architecture. However, it does not always
enable a sender to route around failing or undesired regions
of the Internet, even if an appropriate route exists.
The Resilient Overlay Networks (RON) architecture [5]
is related to WRAP in a similar way: RON nodes constantly monitor and evaluate the paths that interconnect
them; when the path between two nodes fails, the nodes resume contact by establishing indirect communication through
other overlay nodes. WRAP provides higher visibility and
more control to the edge system, but RON was designed to
work with the limited route control provided by the current
Internet architecture.
The New Internet Routing Architecture (NIRA) [24] provides similar route control with WRAP, namely enables an
edge system to specify the entire domain-level path of its
outgoing traffic. However, NIRA forces provider-rooted hierarchical addressing: each top-level ISP is allocated a globally unique prefix, which it uses to recursively sub-allocate
prefixes to its customer domains. Compared to this hierarchical addressing, WRAP facilitates incremental deployment, by using conventional IP addresses.

5.2 Traceback and Packet Marking
An IP traceback mechanism enables an edge system to
identify the path followed by its incoming traffic. Most
mechanisms do that by requiring routers to mark packets;
the receiving edge system can then process/combine the
marks and reconstruct the path [20, 10]. Packet marking
can also be used to provide each packet with a “fingerprint”
that depends on the path followed by the packet. This kind
of packet marking may not necessarily enable traceback, but
it does enable filtering of packets based on their path [23].
The current Internet architecture does not provide room
for packet marking. As a result, traceback and packet marking research has focused on inventing intelligent marking
algorithms, which fit the full path information in lightly utilized IP header fields. Our approach is simpler: First, we
argue that the receiver does not need to know the entire
set of routers that forwarded a packet; knowing the domainlevel path is enough, both to trace back and to filter. Second, we argue that all the research effort invested in packet
marking signals the importance of route recording and suggests that the next-generation Internet architecture should
directly provide this capability.

5.3 Addressing Protocols
WRAP is similar to the IP-next-layer (IPNL) [12] and
IPv4+4 [22] addressing protocols, in that it (i) is a “shim”
protocol between the IP and transport layers, (ii) involves

an overlay of upgraded routers that relay packets to each
other, and (iii) specifies inside each packet’s header the set of
such routers on the packet’s path. However, WRAP-enabled
routers map to border routers between administrative domains. As a result, and unlike IPNL and IPv4+4, WRAP
enables an edge system to control the full domain-level path
of its outgoing and incoming traffic.

APPENDIX
A.

THE WRAP PROTOCOL

A.1 Header
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CONCLUSIONS

We described a mechanism that provides traffic policy
support for the next-generation Internet. Our mechanism
enables an edge system to control the domain-level path followed by its traffic, by adding state in each packet. This
“datagram” approach provides all the benefits of datagrams
over virtual circuits, while incurring relatively modest forwarding complication or packet header overhead (the typical
costs with datagrams). In contrast, previous approaches to
traffic policy require some form of network-layer virtual circuits, by adding policy state in the routers.
We presented WRAP, an addressing protocol that specifies the domain-level path followed by a packet inside the
packet’s headers. We compared WRAP to the traditional
Loose Source Record Route (LSRR) IPv4 option and showed
that WRAP provides similar functionality, while avoiding
the processing overhead and security problems introduced
by traditional LSRR.
We described how WRAP can be used by edge systems
to specify both transmit and receive policies: first, we presented elements of an inter-domain routing scheme (Feedback Based Routing), which enables edge systems to choose
good paths for their outgoing traffic; second, we drew the
outline of a filter management scheme (Active Internet Traffic Filtering), which enables edge systems to mitigate highly
distributed DDoS attacks. We did not prove that these two
schemes are scalable, but we consider [26] and [6] to make a
strong case for their scalability.
Finally, we compared our approach to alternative mechanisms, which place policy state in the routers. Relative
to these mechanisms, our approach moves policy state to
the edges, avoiding a “connection-oriented” network layer.
Therefore, we expect our approach to avoid the scalability
problems associated with network-layer virtual circuits.
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Figure 1: WRAP Header

The format of the WRAP header appears in Figure 1. The
protocol, length, foffset and reserved fields are each 8 bits
long. The reverse path and forward path fields are variablelength lists of 32-bit IP addresses.
• The protocol field specifies the higher layer protocol,
e.g. TCP, UDP etc.
• The length field is the number of 32-bit addresses in
the reverse path and forward path fields.
• The foffset field is the offset into the list of 32-bit addresses, where the forward path field starts.
• The reverse path field carries the addresses of the endpoint and relays already traversed.
• The forward path field carries the addresses of the relays and end-point still ahead.
• The data field contains a TCP, UDP or other transport
protocol packet.

A.2 Relaying
The relaying algorithm is best explained through an example. In Figure 2, host S sends a packet to host D. The
packet crosses three realms before reaching its destination.
The figure includes part of the IP and WRAP header of the
packet as it travels in each of the three realms.
IP src addr: S
IP dst addr: A
forward path: [B, D]
reverse path: [ ]

IP src addr: B’
IP dst addr: D
forward path: [ ]
reverse path: [S, A’]

D

S
B’

A
A’

B

IP src addr: A’
IP dst addr: B
forward path: [D]
reverse path: [S]

Figure 2: Relaying Example

When S sends a packet, it sets the IP source address to its
own address and the IP destination address to the address
of the first relay. The forward path includes the address of
the second relay and the address of host D. The reverse
path is empty.
Relay A rearranges the IP and WRAP headers, setting
the IP source address to its own address in the intermediate
realm and the IP destination address to the address of the
next relay. Similarly, relay B rearranges the headers, setting
the IP source address to its own address in the destination
realm and the IP destination address to the address of host
D.
Host D knows that the received packet is destined to it,
because the forward path is empty.

A.3

Limited Path Spoofing

In the IP world, if a sender puts the wrong destination
address in the IP header, the packet never reaches its destination. Similarly, in the WRAP world, if a sender puts a
fake forward path in the WRAP header, the packet never
reaches its destination. Thus, a sender is forced to specify
the correct forward path in the WRAP header. For example, in Figure 2, host S must specify IP destination address
A and forward path [B, D], otherwise the packet does not
reach host D.
A malicious sender is free to fake the source address in the
IP header and the reverse path in the WRAP header. I.e.,
a malicious sender can pretend to be either another host in
the same realm or a host in a realm further away from the
receiver than she really is. For example, in Figure 3, S can
spoof the identity of host V , specifying IP source address R0
and reverse path [V ].
IP src addr: R’
IP dst addr: A
forward path: [B, D]
reverse path: [V]

IP src addr: B’
IP dst addr: D
forward path: [ ]
reverse path: [V, R’, A’]

S

R’
V

R

B’

A
A’

D

B

IP src addr: A’
IP dst addr: B
forward path: [D]
reverse path: [V, R’]

Figure 3: Reverse Path Spoofing Example
However, this sort of spoofing does not prevent the receiver from identifying the “gateways” of spoofed traffic. In
Figure 3, S can spoof a large number of addresses and reverse paths and launch a DDoS attack against D. D can
still inspect the reverse paths specified in the incoming traffic and identify relay A0 as the “gateway” of attack traffic.

A.4

Address Space Flexibility

It is possible for each realm to have an independent address space, thus allowing two nodes to have the same IP

address as long as they are located in different realms. In
this way, the number of available addresses per administrative domain expands to approximately 4.5 billion.
In this scenario, a relay address specifies not only a specific router interface, but also a specific outgoing realm. For
example, in Figure 2, when host S sends out a packet addressed to A, A specifies both the corresponding router interface and the realm where the next relay, B, is located.
This is necessary, because B is not a globally unique address, so a relay cannot process B and deduce which realm
it refers to.

A.5 Low Packet Overhead
In their study of Autonomous System (AS) topology [14],
Magoni and Pansiot have plotted the distribution of AS
pairs by shortest path length. According to their measurements, the mean AS path distance is between 3 and 4 and,
as the authors themselves comment, the distribution looks
Gaussian. Around the mean, the distribution drops pretty
quickly: about 75% of AS pairs have a shortest path length
less than 4 and about 95% of them have a shortest path
length less than 6.
This data gives us a rough estimate of how the WRAP
header length histogram would look like. Mapping ASs to
realms, the reverse and forward path fields inside a WRAP
packet would have together as many addresses as the number
of ASs in the path connecting the end-points. However, AS
topology studies do not take into account Network Address
Translation (NAT) boxes [11]. In order for our overhead
estimation to be conservative, we increment all AS shortest
paths by two. This accounts for each AS being a collection
of networks placed behind NAT boxes. Therefore, 75% of
paths would require 4 + 2 = 6 addresses to be specified
and, thus, they would need a WRAP header of at most
4 + 4 ∗ 6 = 28 bytes. About 95% of them would require
6 + 2 = 8 addresses to be specified and, thus, they would
need a WRAP header of at most 4 + 4 ∗ 8 = 36 bytes.
In the same study, the authors state an empirical law:
Currently, the average distance, the diameter and the radius
of the inter-domain graph of AS network stay constant. It is
worth noting that, according to their study, from November
1997 to May 2000 the number of ASs grew by 40% while
the average distance, the diameter and the radius remained
constant. As long as this empirical law holds, packet overhead introduced by WRAP does not increase with Internet
size.

A.6 Incremental Deployment
Deploying WRAP in the current Internet would be similar
to placing every administrative domain behind NAT boxes.
I.e., each candidate realm would have to (i) upgrade its border gateways to support WRAP relaying, and (ii) potentially
upgrade its end-hosts to support WRAP transmission and
reception. However, it is not necessary for all end-hosts in
a WRAP realm to be WRAP-aware. It is possible to add
“translating” functionality to relays, so that they can convert IP packets to IP/WRAP packets and vice-versa. We
call a relay with such functionality a WRAPID (WRAP to
IP Domain) gateway.
A WRAPID gateway intercepts outgoing/incoming packets from/to WRAP-unaware hosts and converts them into
the format expected by the recipient. Therefore, a WRAPID
gateway maintains per-connection state, in the same way

that a NAT box does. This is best illustrated through an
example: In Figure 4, WRAP-unaware host S sends a packet
to WRAP-unaware host D. The packet crosses three realms
before reaching its destination. The figure includes part of
the IP and WRAP header of the packet as it travels in each
of the three realms.
IP src addr: S
IP dst addr: X

IP src addr: Y
IP dst addr: D

D

S

(WRAPID gw)

B’

A
A’

(WRAPID gw)

B

2. Relay/DNS server A propagates a request to relay/DNS
server B.
3. B responds with {prefix = P , IP = D}. As described
in Section 3.1, A knows the domain-level path to any
destination prefix.
4. A responds to S with the path [A,B,D].
Of course, DNS servers do not necessarily have to be collocated with relays. However, they do need to communicate,
so implementing them on the same box may be the simplest
solution.
Concerning WRAPID gateways, the necessary state can
be set up during name resolution. For example, in Figure
4, when host S does a name lookup for host D’s name,
WRAPID gateway/DNS server A sets up the mapping
IP dst addr = X → {IP dst addr = B, forward path = [D]}

IP src addr: A’
IP dst addr: B
forward path: [D]
reverse path: [S]

Figure 4: WRAPID Translation Example

When S sends the packet, it sets the IP destination address to “special” address X. WRAPID gateway A interprets X and maps it to IP destination address B and forward path [D]. WRAPID gateway B strips the packet of its
WRAP header and sets the IP source address to “special”
address Y . This scenario requires gateway A to already have
a mapping
IP dst addr = X → {IP dst addr = B, forward path = [D]}
and gateway B to set up a mapping
{IP src addr = A0 , reverse path = [S]} → IP src addr = Y
The question of how gateway A obtains the necessary mapping in the first place is addressed in the next section.

B. NAME-TO-PATH RESOLUTION
WRAP does require an extension to the traditional Domain Name Service (DNS) architecture [19]: current DNS
servers provide mappings from domain names to IP addresses; WRAP requires mappings from domain names to
domain-level paths. A scheme that can easily support nameto-path resolution is presented in [13]. This section outlines
a simplified version, just to convince the reader that such a
scheme is reasonable to design and deploy.
Consider that each realm has an internal and an external
DNS server. The internal server answers requests coming
from the realm’s hosts and the external server answers requests from outside. The internal server provides mappings
from domain names to WRAP paths. The external server
provides mappings from domain names to {global prefix, IP
address} pairs. We illustrate how name-to-path resolution
works with an example.
In Figure 2, routers A and B play the role of WRAP relays
as well as internal and external DNS servers. Note that the
following steps would be the same if A and B were many
realms away from each other.
1. Host S does a name lookup for host D’s name.

and responds to S with IP address X.

C.
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